Pontiac gt g6 2007

With the Pontiac G6, GM's performance division offers an enticing entry in the midsize sedan,
coupe and convertible segments thanks to distinctive features including a retracting hardtop for
the convertible , sharp styling, a roomy interior and solid performance. Although marks just the
third year of the Pontiac G6, a number of changes should further boost its appeal among
style-conscious and performance-minded shoppers. Based on GM's "Epsilon" platform, the G6
shares its basic architecture with the Chevrolet Malibu Maxx, itself a lengthened version of the
Malibu sedan. As such, the Pontiac G6 offers passengers plenty of room to stretch out thanks
to its long, In addition, that generous span also makes for a smooth and stable ride. This year
brings more power for the base 3. Another improvement is the adoption of hydraulic power
steering in the GT, which promises more road feel than the former numb electric setup that only
the base sedan retains. Along with eye-catching style, the Pontiac G6 offers sun worshippers a
rare option, a retractable-hardtop convertible. The transformation to alfresco mode takes place
in fewer than 30 seconds with the touch of a button, and the car's rear seat is still roomy
enough for two adults. The main drawback to this hardtop design is that it takes up
considerable trunk space when lowered. While the spotlight may be on the G6 convertible, the
G6 coupes and sedans hold their own in the midsize car class as well. With more performance
on tap, in addition to its spacious cabin, unique features and competitive pricing, the stylish
Pontiac G6 lineup offers enticing alternatives to status quo choices like the Nissan Altima and
Toyota Camry. The standard G6 adds inch alloy wheels, cruise control and keyless entry. The
GT adds an eight-speaker Monsoon sound system, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and shift
knob, foglamps, a sport-tuned suspension, a rear spoiler and chrome wheels. Pontiac G6 GTPs
feature inch wheels, a rear spoiler sedan only , automatic climate control, an auto-dimming
rearview mirror, XM satellite radio and a six-way power driver seat. Notable options include a
remote start system, power-adjustable pedals and OnStar telematics. There are also a few
theme packages available. On the standard G6 sedan, opting for the Sport Package adds the 3.
For the GT trim, this package adds the 3. Standard power for the base sedans Value Leader and
G6 comes from a 2. The standard G6 sedan is eligible for an optional 3. All GT cars have this V6
as standard equipment. A four-speed automatic transmission driving the front wheels is
standard with either of these engines. Optional on the GT is a 3. The performance-oriented GTP
series comes with a hp lb-ft 3. Fuel economy ratings for the 3. In terms of power, the
four-cylinder Pontiac G6 compares favorably with competitors' base engines but is lacking in
refinement. The fuel-efficient 3. The 3. Alas, the transmission's shifter is rather clunky to
operate. As expected, the GTP offers the most performance and sophistication with its
impressive output and manually shiftable automatic transmission. You can get ABS as an
option on the standard sedan, but it's not available at all on the Value Leader. Full-length side
curtain airbags are standard on every G6 except the convertible. Front seat-mounted side
airbags are optional on all but the Value Leader. In NHTSA crash testing, the G6 sedan and
coupe earned five stars the best rating possible for protection of the driver in frontal impacts
and four stars for protection of the front passenger. Side-impact testing in a sedan equipped
with the side airbags resulted in five stars for front and rear passengers. Side-impact tests
conducted by that agency resulted in an "Acceptable" rating the second highest on a G6 with
the side-curtain airbags. However, those without the side airbags rated "Poor," the lowest
possible score. With hydraulic power steering now standard on the GT and GTP and optional on
the standard G6 sedan, our previous gripe about the G6's numb steering feel due to the electric
power-assist system has been addressed on all but the Value Leader sedan. Regardless of trim
level, the G6's suspension returns a surprisingly sporty ride, which is taken to a higher level in
the more firmly sprung GT and GTP. Choose either one and you'll enjoy flat, composed
cornering with a minimum of body sway while pressing on a twisty road. The G6's solid
platform makes for a flex-free ride over the bumps and the convertible's insulated hardtop
allows the G6 drop top to rival the coupe for serenity while cruising at freeway speeds. The
interior of the Pontiac G6 features stylish seating with generous side bolsters to hold you in
place during aggressive cornering. The gauges showcase Pontiac's signature red type, and are
set in an attractive cluster with chrome rings. Plenty of chrome and faux metal accents brighten
up the interior. Materials quality is a step below class standards, with cheap plastics on the
dash and console. A unique option on the G6 sedan is a panoramic sunroof that opens in four
sections and remains exposed when it's open so it looks like a roof spoiler. Rear-seat room is
generous no matter which body style you choose. Available styles include GT 4dr Sedan 3.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the

AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Pontiac G6. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell
you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Pontiac lease specials Check out Pontiac G6 lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Some low-grade interior
plastics, numb electric steering in base sedan, panoramic sunroof eats up rear-seat headroom.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. For the Pontiac G6, there are substantial under-the-skin changes. The GTP version,
which is now offered as a coupe or sedan only, is powerful this year, thanks to a new,
all-aluminum 3. The engine produces horsepower and is matched to a new six-speed automatic
transmission. The engine in last year's GTP, a 3. Pontiac has also increased the output for the
GT's standard 3. Other G6 changes for include expanded availability of side curtain airbags,
hydraulic power steering for GT models versus the former numb-feeling electric power setup
and a couple of new sport- and luxury-themed packages. Read more. Write a review See all
reviews. Best car I've ever owned. I bought a G6 sedan base brand new in 06, just came on the
lot. I have had the car for 9 years and I have put , miles on my G6 and it's still going. Other than
that, just normal maintenance. The paint has held up well and the the dash looks like it just
rolled off the show room floor. I have owned 3 Toyotas and 2 Nissans, and again, this is the best
car I have ever owned. It has never broken down or left me stranded, and again On top of that, I
average around 22 mph in the city and on the hwy I still get up to 35 mph higher than what the
manufacturer rates. The "design", although 9 years old, is still in "style". It's a fun car to drive
and own. Maybe I was just lucky and got a "great" one, but I am thinking of buying another one
when I hit , Read less. Coming from a Saab, this car is fun to drive, top up or down. After some
minor rattle repairs,very quiet and smooth ride. I love my Pontiac g6 hardtop convertible! My
wife who has hated my previous convertibles loves this one. It is real quiet with the top up. I can
now hear my 88 year old mother talk while I drive her around. With the top down this car gets all
kinds of looks. I only have the 3. I went to get around some traffic going home form work on 95
S and I looked down and I was breathing on The trunk with the top up has a fare amount of
room and there is more room in the back seats than I expected. Fun Car-Me? I am 58 yrs old.
See all reviews of the Used Pontiac G6. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic
Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the G6. Sign Up. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
lexus rx 350 stereo upgrade
2000 f150 fuse
kia sportage radio upgrade
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can

find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

